
Chapter 13 Objective Bayesian 
Inference! Tao Sun





Bayes Inference !

❖  The choice of a prior distribution introduces unwanted subjective 
element into scientific inference.

❖  Subjective Bayesianism: appropriate for personal decision making

❖  Objective Bayes inference: to select objective/uninformative priors 
that are unbiased in their effects upon the data analysis



Computing!
❖  Numerical calculations of high-dimensional Bayes posterior 

distribution require fast computing

❖  MCMC has become the general name for modern posterior 
computation algorithm, particularly well suited for some objective 
Bayes priors

❖  Statistical inference becomes almost automatic, compared with the 
rigors of frequentist analysis



Simplest case!
❖  Laplace: proposed uniform (flat) distribution as an objective 

prior in the late 18th century

❖  Fisher criticized flat-prior for its lack of transformation 
invariance

❖  Jeffrey’s prior (also objective) does transformation correctly



Uninformative != No effect on posterior!

It is also mathematically impossible for any single prior be uninformative for every 
choice of parameter values 



Conjugate Prior—almost uninformative !

The size of n0 is number of hypothetical prior observations, determining how informative or 
uninformative the prior is; in many cases, n0=1 and x0=mean of x



Critique of Objective Bayes Inference!

❖  From Subjective Bayes: Objective Bayes does not find a convincing 
prior

❖  From frequentist: Objective Bayes could not meet the usual 
standards of accuracy, without adequate large-sample claims to its 
legitimacy.



Most Bayesian literatures are Objective Bayes!

❖  In the computing age, Objective Bayes is favored over 
Subjective Bayes due to:

❖  1) algorithms work most easily with “simple” objective priors; 

❖  2) subjective priors are hard to identify in large and 
complicated models



Bayesian computations are daunting!

❖  No need of integration, we can directly sample from 
posterior distribution

❖  Similar for posterior moments, correlations, etc

❖  It is easy to write down the formulas, but usually difficult to 
evaluate if theta is multi-dimensional



Gibbs Sampling and MCMC!

❖  Two most popular computational methods, based on 
Markov chain algorithms (nth sample of theta depends 
only on (n-1)th sample of beta)

❖  Metropolis (1953) developed the first MCMC algorithm, 
as part of nuclear weapons research



Gibbs Sampling!

❖  The central idea is to reduce the generation of multi-dimensional 
vectors of theta into a series of univariate calculations.

❖  It requires the ability to sample from the full conditional 
distributions.



MCMC!
❖  Suppose space of θ is finite:

❖  The posterior distribution of θ is:

❖  Choose a ‘candidate’ probability distribution q(i,j): probability for moving 
from θ(i) to θ(j)

❖  Simulating the next theta is a random walk from the current theta:

❖  The prime advantage of MCMC: no need of f(x); only p and q

❖  Under equilibrium property of the Markov chain random walk, the 
simulated θ(b) will approach the desired distribution p as b gets larger, no 
matter how initial θ(1) is selected



Application: modeling population admixture !

❖  Goal: to estimate proportions of individuals’ genome coming from European, African 
and Asian

❖  Each parent population has its own vector of allele frequencies

❖  Data: Gim i for subject, m for SNP



Setting!
❖  Goal of estimation:

❖  Qi, i=1,…,n: a probability vector of heritage for subject i, with 
dimension 3 (eg.Q_1=(0.25, 0.25, 0.5) for subject 1)

❖  Pj, j=1,2,3: a vector of MAF for population j, with dimension M=100

❖  Allele information:

❖  If Gim =1(Aa), we set Xim =(1,0)

❖  SNP ancestry information:

❖  If both alleles of SNP are from Asian, we set Zim =(3,3)

❖  Generative model



Derivation of posterior distributions!

❖  Flat priors:

❖  Use least-informative values: lambda=gamma=1

❖  Gibbs sampling/updating of Q and P from conditional 
distributions:



MCMC results !
❖  Each dot is the posterior mean of Qi 

❖  Color is by known ancestry



Drawbacks of MC methods !

❖  Favor only a small set of priors, mainly Jeffreys and 
conjugates, to simply the calculations

❖  Sampled parameters are highly correlated, making 
convergence of estimates slow

❖  In practice, a number (B0) of initial samples are ignored 
(“burn-in” period) and the following large enough set 
(B) of samples are used to calculate estimates; but 
neither the choice of B0 nor B is clear


